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About This Game

In Your Realm gives an old-school, challenging, RPG roguelike experience with randomized
encounters and a unique combat system.

To beat the game the player needs to plow through every weakness of their personality -
represented in the game as different bosses in their respective worlds - to finally take on

the ultimate challenge.

In Your Realm is in part a homage to classic titles such as Golden Axe, Mega Man and Zelda:
A link to the past, where focus lies on challenging and fun gameplay with

good replayability. Each of every one of the hundred of unique monsters in the game offers
their own set of attacks and behaviors. Every decent run grants the player rewards to spend

to introduce new elements and buffs in the next run.
Altogether this makes every play a different experience.

Features:

100 unique monsters.

Skill tree that evolves based on: spells found, skills aquired, attributes leveled, bosses killed and your playstyle.

Armors and weapons, displayed on the character.
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Randomized labyrinth of rooms and encounters/rewards in them.

Characteristics gained by playing in a certain manner. These give specific bonuses/penalties in alignment with that
playstyle.

Extra lives when progressing beyond the first boss (in easy and normal difficulties).

Activatable rewards after each decent run.

Diplomas recording your best stats for each difficulty, such as: rooms explored, monsters killed, block% etc.

Monsters fight back! (not mainly hack-n-slash or shoot-n-dodge gameplay)
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Title: In Your Realm
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Got Game Studio
Publisher:
Got Game Studio
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2018
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If you like tower defense you will love this game! Very fresh and very pretty. Amazing cel shaded graphics and robot characters
reminiscent of Borderlands' clap-trap but sans the annoying voice.. Lost Dimension is another PS Vita game that got unnoticed
(also released for PS3 too), and ported onto Steam. Needless to say, I've heard about the game since last year thanks to it's
catchy final boss theme, but because it was on the Vita, I could never get itplay . But since it's on Steam I finally have the chance
to play it.

Pros:
- Interesting mysteries in the story, and a great reveal for them
- The areas are really cool to look at, same with the models of allies and enemies
- The portraits have hair physics and look sweet
- The music is catchy and memorable (time of joy is overused though)
- Opening gets bonus points for being in the game (and you can even put in your own song if you mess with the file, for better or
for worse)
- Levels can be tough, but there's never a need to grind thanks to side missions (and beserk)
- Sanity meter adds a good limit to how you use gift abilities
- The traitor mechanic, where any unit can be the traitor besides Sho, is really well done and easily the most unique part of the
game
- Each unit feels unique and useful
- Very replayable thanks to the traitor mechanic and gift abilities transferring to other characters thanks to Fate Materia
- Always satisfying to beat levels

Neutral:
- Voice Acting is only in English, and a lot of them don't do a good job, they lack emotion
- Characters are iffy, some are really interesting, others just didn't connect (George and Zenji come to mind)

Cons:
- This port is filled with tecnical problems (audio cutting out during battle, random crashes at the end of missions, AI don't
move around their own allies letting you negate an attack, etc.)
- The sections where you influence who gets voted off after each mission gets repetitive after awhile, especially when you know
who the traitor is
- The ending is kind of anti-climatic

Overall, a 9 of out 10. I really enjoyed Lost Dimension, and for $20 (I got it 40% off, also in Canadian dollars) I got more than
my money's worth. I'm currently on my third playthrough of the game, and I'm still not sick of it yet.. Woaah...

Great, rich, intriguing universe, multiple gameplay mechanics, complex puzzles, difficult but not frustrating, many endings (at
least I think so ? Or maybe I'm just very bad at this and ended the game prematurely xD), and very nice art !

I'm 7 hours in and I have the feeling that I didn't do half of the game. This is a very cool experience and is really worth its price.
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Give it a try !. I liked it, though it was ment to kill time. I 2nd on that its better then the newer one reguardless of the 3d they
have. Hotkeys are much more simplified or in general. If you like turn based, explore, etc... it might me for you. Though you
start over and over again with no character progression, its not bad. 8/10.. Bought this years ago and it's still a buggy pos.
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Cute game. Has some minor map bugs and then lets hold a box and dangle over the edge and shimmy around the map.. Also for
instance while holding a box and tossing it a wall just right you can then dubble jump off the box get the little guy off screen
and then poof your in a new area.... So very first time I start the game was at 8:19pm and finished the game at 8:45pm and thats
with dying 2 times (water and robots don't mix). Guessing I skipped alot? But over all looks cool. Runs pretty smooth on Linux
Debian. No graphics glitchs or control glitchs. There were some sound glitchs but I blame my sound card not liking pulse audio
drivers. Probably the BIGGEST thing I would like to have added to the game is a volume control. The sound was a little loud
compaired to my other games had to Shift Tab out of the game and adjust my master volume.

Other than that I think you have the grounds for a good game. I'm looking forward to seeing more from these guys. If you need
a Linux Beta Tester (that will acutly file bug reports) let me know.. Great concept, execution isn't that great.. BEST GAME
EVER 11/10 ~IGN

10/10 ~Game Jam

Best♥♥♥♥♥♥♥game GOTY edition can't wait for VII Chapter. wanna play so bad but nobody plays in america i guess
. I know that Steam almost never updates the DLC\u00b4s so i wrote to Carenado directly about the issue that this plane
don\u00b4t have fuel valves to close select or open the fuel tanks. The C90B take the fuel only from one tank, there\u00b4s no
fun to fly that way. The plane is unbalanced almost all the time.
Carenado close the request without an answer. It\u00b4s obvious that they don\u00b4t care to support.. Very fun game

[Maintenance] 01/23/2019:

Dear SOF Community!. Upcoming deal (reduced price):
As of next monday (17th), In Your Realm will have it's pricetag reduced. So if you are thinking about purchasing this week,
have that in mind and perhaps wait until then for a better deal.

Happy gaming!. Update: new Home + user environments:
New experimental features

1. Home environment:
A modern style home with multiple rooms is now yours. It's empty and waiting for you to place some furniture and ornaments
inside

2. User contributed scenes:
By swiping left/right, navigate to a group of picture frames. They are user added scenes online. Grab any with your other hand
to visit. Requires internet connection

3. Go back home from anywhere:
By swiping left/right, navigate to a group of pictures depicting your home environment. Grab any with your other hand to go
back home. Previously you must find a portal to go back.

Others:
1. Oculus is now supported, with similar controls

2. Windows mixed reality is now supported via Steam. Flag couple 9 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/975317/Flag_couple_9/. Minor Update: Mission 3 + PSVR News:
Hello survivors!

It has been some time since the last update. Though with it, we have some news. First off, we apologize for the two week radio
silence. The team had to focus on Mission 3 while Lawrence finally was able to get a first PSVR iteration to work! Great news!
Keep in mind, bug fixing and optimizing is continuous. We will try to include several fixes and new features with each update.
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Next update expect to be able to melee zombies with rifles and shotguns. ;)

Mission 3:

Without giving too much away, this will be a slower and eerie mission compared to the first missions. Paul has finished with
some of the main aspects of the missions features. Brian and Alex have begun polish passes on art and sound. We expect the
mission to be sent out to begin play testing by the end of this month. With an internal goal of Launching in early April!

PSVR:

The PSVR port of the game is now fully playable with PSVR headset and Move Controllers. It just requires optimisation and
fixes to bring this title to a state where it can be enjoyed by all our very patient fans on the playstation ecosystem. We are all
busting ass here to get this submitted as soon as possible without sacrificing quality for sure!

https://i.gyazo.com/17f73ceba2d95685ecef92da056e54a9.mp4

Within the next few weeks we will be finishing the final steps to releasing the Mission 3 and PSVR. If all goes well we may well
be supporting another, up and coming controller as it seems like such an essential peripheral for the PSVR experience.

Current Controls (subject to change)

Post PSVR:

Original Contagion bug fixes.

Now we don’t want to leave you all in the dark, but we are looking into hiring a source coder to fix game breaking issues and
restore steam workshop or a decent alternative for the Original Contagion. Mike will then attempt to put in more mod maps into
the official escape servers make sure you subscribe to them! In the future we might make an Official Community made map
server per region that way we don’t force any new players to play Community content on all Escape/Hunted Servers.

Mission 4:

Vertigo has been put on the shelf, so to speak. In its place, Jason has already started the level design and initial script concept for
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this new map. Currently, the map code name is Patient Zero. Expect more updates for Patient Zero in the future. Main work
will start pending PSVR release.

Good things are coming folks! Just a matter of time.
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